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QUESTION 1

Which of the following can be used to determine the schedule line category? 

A. Item category 

B. Item category with "Schedule Line allowed" indicator and MRP type 

C. MRP type 

D. Item category and document type 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements regarding the material master data are correct? (Choose two) 

A. The following information in a sales order is derived from the material master: material group, weight, and item
category. 

B. The control tool for the material master is the material type. It needs to be selected whenever you create a new
material master record. 

C. The sales views of the material master data can be maintained for various combinations of sales organization and
distribution channel. 

D. If a delivering plant is defined in the sales data of the material master, this plant is transferred to a corresponding
sales document item and can no longer be changed. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements regarding condition records are correct? (Choose three) 

A. A lower and upper limit can be defined for each condition record. 

B. The scale basis can be structured based on value, quantity or other parameters. 

C. Condition records can be maintained for all condition types that have an access sequence assigned to them. 

D. Changing a condition within the sales order that was determined automatically by the system leads to an update of
the respective condition record master data. 

E. The number of scale levels within condition records is limited to a maximum of five. 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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QUESTION 4

What is the difference between the SAP sales documents "Delivery Free-of-Charge" and "Subsequent Delivery Free-of-
Charge"? 

A. Subsequent Delivery Free-of-Charge uses the item category KLN, which carries out no pricing and no billing. Delivery
Free-of-Charge uses the item category TAN, which carries out pricing and billing. 

B. Delivery Free-of-Charge must be created with reference to a preceding invoice. Subsequent Delivery Free-of-Charge
can be created with reference to an invoice or sales order. 

C. Subsequent Delivery Free-of-Charge uses the billing type \\'Pro Forma Invoice for Delivery\\' (F8). Delivery Free-of-
Charge is not invoiced. 

D. Subsequent Delivery Free-of-Charge requires a mandatory reference to a sales document. Delivery Free-of-Charge
does not have this requirement. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have set up the condition type K029 as a gross weight-calculated discount based on the material group. You now
want to implement this for ordered materials belonging to the same material group. The system should accumulate the
gross weight of the items to determine the scale rate. 

For the required weight accumulation, what function should be used for condition type K029? 

A. Structure condition 

B. Condition supplements 

C. Group condition 

D. Scale basis 

Correct Answer: C 
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